“YOU NEVER REALLY UNDERSTAND A PERSON UNTIL YOU CONSIDER THINGS FROM HIS POINT OF VIEW.”
– SPOKEN BY ATTICUS FINCH, TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD

Scout Logistics promotes Jamie Klayman to Vice President

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - April 24th, 2015 – Scout Logistics Corporation, North
America's leading perishable logistics specialist, is pleased to announce the promotion of
Mr. Jamie Klayman to Vice President. Jamie, an 8+ year veteran in the business, will be
responsible for continuing to build sales within the North American market with specific
focus on interstate loads transitioning from the Western states and Texas, to major
international produce hubs throughout North America.

Previously, Mr. Klayman has served as Sales Manager - US Freight, where he led his team to
record sales in 2014. Furthermore, Mr. Klayman played an integral part in Scout Logistics’
recent accreditation as one of Canada’s 50 Best managed Companies.
"With Jamie's promotion, Scout is looking forward to continued growth throughout the
North American Market and a renewed focus on interstate freight," said Lorne Swartz,
President of Scout Logistics Corporation. "He is well known and respected in the industry
and his outstanding ability to manage both client and carrier needs seamlessly, only
strengthens our position in this market. His promotion is well deserved and is a result of his
hard work and outstanding contributions to Scout's exceptional growth."
Jamie has almost a decade of produce logistics experience managing ground shipments for
some of North America’s largest chains. "I am excited to take on this opportunity and
increase Scout's presence in the US market”, said Jamie.
For more information, please contact: Hannah Abrams, VP of Corporate Affairs, Scout
Logistics Corporation
Tel:
1-855-217-2688
Fax:
1-888-305-3915
E-mail : Hannah@scoutlogistics.com
About Scout Logistics Corporation
Scout Logistics is one of Canada’s largest non-asset based transportation providers.
Founded in 2011, Scout has built a reputation for providing customers with best-in-class
customer service, superior on-time delivery, and transformative technological applications.
Scout transports over 500 million pounds of refrigerated goods each year, and has
quadrupled its revenue since inception. To learn more about Scout,
visit www.scoutlogistics.com.

